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On monolithic Ni-Nb metallic glass films, we experimentally revealed 6.6% elastic strain limit by in-situ
transmission electron microscopy observations. The origin of high elastic strain limit may link with high
free volume in the film, causing the rearrangement of loosely bonded atomic clusters (or atoms) upon elastic
deformation. This high elastic limit of metallic glass films will shed light on new application fields for
metallic glasses, and also trigger more studies for deformation mechanism of amorphous materials in
general.

E
lastic Strain Limits (ESLs) during tension for most crystalline alloys are less than 1.2%. About 2% ESL were
discovered for metallic glasses1, which are the largest reported value for bulk metallic materials. Hunting
new materials with higher ESL are the subject of long-standing interest with potential applications in

pressure gauge, spring, sports equipment due to large reversible deformation and mechanical energy storage2,3.
Jang and Greer4 found the engineering elastic strain of about 3% for the small-sized tensile sample by cut from a
Zr-Ti-Co-Be bulk metallic glass. Tian et al.5 and Deng et al.6 investigated the tensile elastic behavior of small-sized
tensile sample fabricated from a Cu49Zr51 glassy ribbon and found engineering elastic strain of about 4.4% for
single-bar tensile specimen5, and 4.9-5.6% for the framed multiple-bar tensile specimen6. Here we report experi-
mental results of 6.6% ESL for monolithic Ni-Nb metallic glass films.

Results
Elastic deformation of Ni-Nb metallic glass film samples were monitored by in-situ TEM images via measuring
changes in length and width of samples under tension. Upon gradually heating the copper grid (the bimetallic
plates are mounted onto it) in a TEM hot-stage holder with the temperature rise below 100 K, the plates bend,
pulling the large frame and the multiple sample bars together (the multiple-bar framed samples are also shown in
Fig. S2). To study the elastic strain, the samples were first deformed with only small amount of plasticity but no
fracture before unloading. Fig. 1 detailedly depicts the length evolution of four sample bars (labeled as 1-A, 1-B, 1-
C, 1-D) during tension. The upper half part of the figure exhibits the length change while the lower half shows the
elongation. Upon pulling, all samples extend and exhibit similar behaviors, showing high uniformity for the
whole frame-like samples. Hence, representatively, only one series images of sample 1-C were presented in Fig. 2
with gradual length change. The length marked by two vertical red lines tangent to the corner section of the tensile
sample are selected to be an apparent gauge length to evaluate the strain. It should be noted that the apparent
gauge length defined in such a way leads to a lower bound for the strain measured, since the length change
contains the contribution from the regions near the end of the test bar. These regions have slightly larger cross-
sectional area and would stretch with a less deformation degree than that in the middle section of the bar. The
glassy nature of the tensile samples was confirmed by selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns in the
insets of Fig. 2 throughout the tensile tests. The sample has experienced significant elongation (about 14%
engineering strain) without shear banding, necking or crystallization (confirmed by SAED in the insets), which
reveals the uniform deformation behavior. To distinguish elastic and plastic strains, unloading the sample results
in the remarkable elastic shrinkage to only about 4.8% engineering strain accompanied by the increase in width
from about 66.2 nm to 70.1 nm. This implies that the sample undergoes 4.8% engineering plastic deformation
strain and about 10% engineering elastic strain. Fig. 3 shows the changes in the length and width of tensile sample
at different strain stages. The width decreases linearly from about 75.4 nm to 72.3 nm with the elongation of
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length from about 566.3 nm to 623.4 nm. The ratio of the width
change to the length change is estimated to be about 0.37, which is
close to the Poisson ratio of Ni-based metallic glass alloys7. But it does
not mean that the deformation is elastic, since homogeneous plastic
deformation can also lead to the similar picture. To confirm the large
elastic strain, we further consider the following items:

1. Can the experimental results detected in Fig. 1 be repeated? We
repeated the above experiments at least 7 times. Fig. S3 repre-
sentatively exhibits some analogous results obtained. In all
studied Ni-Nb metallic glass films, lengths have experienced
significant uniform elongation (about 12,14% engineering
strain including both the elastic and plastic strains) without
shear banding, necking or crystallization. The loading-unload-
ing data in the Fig. S3 reveal that the samples undergo only 2–4%

engineering plastic deformation strain while about 10% engin-
eering elastic strain occurs for monolithic Ni-Nb metallic glass
films.

2. Generally, if a material possessing 10% ESL subjected to any
tensile strain less than 10%, it would completely recover after
unloading. While the tensile strain was above 10%, plastic
deformation would occur. Loading-unloading experiments were
performed with total engineering strain of 3–5%, 9–11% and 13–
15%, respectively. Fig. 4 displays TEM images and length evolu-
tions of sample bars during tension. The samples undergoing
3.7% engineering strain can completely recover and no plastic
deformation took place. The sample with 10% engineering tens-
ile strain also suggests the deformation of the sample below 10%
may be fully elastic, as unloading leads to the recovery of the
sample. When the sample experiences 13.3% engineering tensile
strain, remarkable elastic elongation about 9.5% appears accom-
panied by 3.8% permanent plastic strain. The glassy features of

Figure 1 | The length and elongation evolution for four sample bars
(labeled as 1-A, 1-B, 1-C, 1-D, respectively) with points where the bright-
field TEM images were recorded.

Figure 2 | TEM images of sample 1-C with gradual increasing elongation
(the length section with ends marked by two vertical red markers). The

corresponding selected-area diffraction patterns of the deformed samples

are given in the insets. The shadow on the edges of each image is due to

carbon contamination on the sample surface.

Figure 3 | The average width changes of sample 1-C with length
increasing. Along the pulling direction, more than 20 points were count

for average.

Figure 4 | TEM images for three samples subject to maximum 3.7%,
10.1%, and 13.3% engineering strains, respectively, together with the
unloading data.
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these tensile samples were confirmed by the zoomed-in bright-
field HRTEM images together with SAED patterns. No crystal-
lization was found, as shown in Fig. 5. These results further
reveal that monolithic Ni-Nb metallic glass films exhibit excel-
lent elastic deformation ability.

3. The sample bars are framed, and the load is transferred to them
through the rest of the film which, while of the same thickness, is
much larger in other dimensions (Fig. S2).What kind of
deformation may occur in the rest of the film as the gauge
lengths deform to ,14% engineering strain prior to load release?
i.e., does the larger supporting sample affect gauge length mea-
surement upon release? Supposing that no plastic deformation
occurs in the larger supporting sample but there is homogeneous
plastic elongation in the gauge length. Then, when the load is
released, as the surrounding film shrinks back elastically, it
would bring the plastically deformed gauge section (and now
longer) under near-uniaxial compressive elastic loading. In that
case, the measured gauge-length after load release would repres-
ent a plastically deformed glass under reverse elastic strain that
would mask much of a homogeneous plastic deformation his-
tory. However, if the sample confined by frame was stretched to
failure, it would become unconfined and no load would be trans-
ferred by the frame any more, leading to fully presentation of
deformation information. Therefore, tensile deformation up to
final fracture allowing clear separation of the elastic and plastic
strains should be performed.

The evolution of the sample during the tension up to fracture was
recorded, as shown in Fig. 6. Contrary to elastic elongation (,2%)
followed by catastrophic failure in bulk glassy counterpart, the sam-
ple with about 150 nm in width, 50 nm in thickness and 400 nm in
length has experienced a large uniform elongation about 59.1%
engineering strain before fracture, without shear banding and neck-
ing, which makes it relatively easy to evaluate the amounts of the
elastic and plastic strains. Fig. S4 exhibits the sample width change
versus the length change during deformation, with about 10.4%
reduction in the width of the sample over the entire gauge length
with 59.1% elongation. Such a linear relation between length elonga-
tion and width reduction in the sample further confirms the uni-
formity of plastic deformation. When the sample was fractured just
after 59.1% elongation, it experienced an elastic ‘‘shrinkage’’ of the
length and a simultaneous increase of the width from 98.9 nm to
101.2 nm, as can be seen in Fig. 6 and marked in Fig. S4. Putting the
two ends of fractured sample together, the plastic deformation
experienced by the sample can be estimated to be about 48.9% engin-
eering strain, and the engineering elastic strain about 10.2% is
obtained, which was completely recovered after fracture.

Figure 5 | Zoomed-in bright-field HRTEM images of the tensile sample
at different sites.

Figure 6 | TEM images of as-sputtered sample extended to fracture. Both

of engineering strain (e) and true strain (e) are presented in the figures.
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One would notice that the above strain values are ‘‘engineering
strain e’’, which is the change in length divided by the original length.
However, when the strain is no longer ‘‘small’’ (for example e510%
or more), it is better to use the true strain e , which is the integration
of the change in length divided by the instantaneous length from the
original length to the instantaneous length, with a relationship
between e and e of e 5 ln (11e). Therefore, one can estimate the
true elastic strain e of the studied Ni-Nb glassy film based on the engi-
neering strain evaluated from Fig. 6: eelastic5etotalstrain-eafterfracture5

ln(1159.1%)2ln(1148.9%)56.6%. The 6.6% elastic strain is the
highest value ever experimentally reported for a metallic glass.

It should be noted that the engineering elastic strain deduced from
loading-unloading of tensile samples without fracture (Fig. 4) is
about 10%. If the true strain is adopted, there will be a difference
between the engineering and true strains, especially for the larger
strain value. For example, one can find that true strain is 9.5% for
10% engineering strain and 12.5% for 13.3% engineering strain,
respectively. It indicates that the framed samples probably experi-
enced 2.9% and 5.9% true plastic strain after experiencing 6.6% true
elastic strain. After unloading, the sample bars were compressed by
frame, according to the experimental results in Fig. 4.

Finally, we estimate the average atomic distance change during
tension. It is know that the reverse position for the first maximum
diffraction peak in electron or X-ray diffraction patterns correlates
with the average atomic distances of metallic glasses with a power law
function8,9, and can be conveniently used to roughly estimate the
relative change of the average atomic distance of metallic glasses
under tension. Here we used the 1/3 power law which is well estab-
lished for volume estimation of amorphous materials under high
temperatures9 and pressures10–12. The tension-induced change of
the average atomic distance is estimated from the whole diffraction
patterns in Fig. S5 to be about 2.0% at the center part of gauge length
for the monolithic Ni-Nb metallic glass films under 10% elongation.
This means that the strain alone tensile direction should be about
2%/(122xPoisson ratio)57.7%, using the Poisson ratio of 0.37 for
the Ni-Nb metallic glass film. This value is consistent with 6.6% ESL
(low-bound value) directly deduced from the length change along
tensile direction, which confirms that high ESL indeed occurs in the
studied Ni-Nb metallic glass film.

Discussion
Elastic behavior is a macroscopic manifestation of atomic bonding,
and a result of atomic bond against extension/compression and dis-
tortion. Elastic deformations for conventional polycrystalline mate-
rials are typically on the order of a few tenths of a percent at most.
Only single-crystal whiskers with diameters on the order of micro-
meters can be deformed in a linear elastic mode up to a strain of
about 2% owing to the decrease of structural defects13. Further
decreasing the sample size, Yue et al.14 recently revealed large recov-
erable strain as much as 7.2% in a single-crystal-like Cu nanowire
with a diameter of about 5.8 nm by calculating the variation of planar
spacing, which was linked with the difficulty to find suitable disloca-
tion sources that can be activated to cause yielding in single-crystal-
like Cu nanowire.

Previous works on size effect in metallic glasses at room temper-
ature principally focused on deformation mode, yield/fracture
strength and plastic strain achievable4,15–18. It was revealed that the
suppression of shear band formation can be obtained by reducing the
specimen size15–18. Reducing the diameter of free-standing tensile
specimen to nanometer scale, Jang and Greer4 found that the Zr-
Ti-Co-Be metallic glass deformed homogeneously with the engin-
eering tensile strain of about 6% before necking and fracture, result-
ing from the suppressed shear banding in small-sized specimen.
Under confined testing conditions, tensile ductility can be further
enhanced compared with the free-standing uniaxial tension test. For
example, Guo et al.16 found that Zr-Cu-Ni-Al-Ti metallic glass

uniformly elongated up to a engineering tensile strain as high as
15% under confinement, and the total strain reached 45% with obvi-
ous necking. This indicates that adding the frame confinement to the
loading set-up is also beneficial to the suppression of shear banding
and enhancement of plasticity, which is in good agreement with the
large plastic strain obtained in Fig. 6. What is the effect of frame
confinement on the elastic strain? Recently, Tian et al.5 investigated
the tensile elastic behavior of Cu-Zr metallic glass using single-bar
tensile specimen. They found that the engineering elastic strain is
about 4.4%, which is slightly lower than 4.9–5.6% observed by Deng
et al.6 in the framed multiple-bar tensile specimen with the same
composition stretched to fracture. However, after the strain values
converted to true strains, one will find the true strains for the
Cu49Zr51 glassy ribbons are quite similar (e54.3,4.9% for framed
multiple-bar sample in Deng et al.6 and e54.3% for single-bar sample
in Tian et al.5), not sensitively dependent on the specimen morpho-
logy, indicating that the frame confinement on the tensile specimen
may not influence the true elastic strain significantly.

For glassy samples, Johnson and Samwer1 proposed an equation to
describe the temperature-dependent shear strain limit, cC~cC0
{cC1 T

�
Tg

� �2=3
, where cC is the shear elastic strain limit, cC0 and

cC1 are constants. It is clear that if the deformation temperature is
fixed at room temperature, the value of cC depends only on the glass
transition temperature Tg. For Zr-Ti-Co-Be4 metallic glass
(Tg5694 K) and Cu-Zr5,6 metallic glass (Tg5730 K), the reported
engineering elastic strain are about 3 and 4.4%, respectively. The
higher Tg the sample has, the larger elastic strain limit can be
obtained. Therefore, we selected the Ni-Nb metallic glass as the
experimental material due to its higher Tg about 891 K19 and expect
even higher elastic strain limit. This is indeed experimentally
observed to be about 6.6% ESL for monolithic Ni-Nb metallic glass
film, which far exceeds those observed before in any amorphous
metals. What is the origin for such high ESL? We estimate the con-
tribution of linear thermal expansion to elastic strain. Metallic glasses
have linear thermal expansion coefficients in the order of
1025,1026 K21 and the temperature rise during experiments in this
work is less than 100 K6,20,21. Thus, linear thermal expansion is only
about 0.01%,0.1%22, negligible compared to the 6.6% ESL.

In elastomeric materials like rubbers, the macroscopic reversible
extension can be as large as 1000%. Such elastomeric behavior is
found in non-crystalline, long-chain polymers, and it requires highly
coiled chains which can be stretched straightly under external stress.
The ability of chain bending/rotation is crucial to obtain large elasti-
city of elastomers. Following the idea in non-crystalline polymer,
here we propose another factor contributing to the experimentally
observed 6.6% ESL of monolithic Ni-Nb metallic glass films. A recent
study showed that metallic glasses at room temperature can be per-
ceived as a mixture consisting of atomic clusters and open volume
regions23. The free-volume (or open-volume) model developed by
Turnbull et al.24 and applied to the deformation of glass by Spaepen25

is one of the most successful models describing the mechanisms of
flow in metallic glasses. When the free-volume content in metallic
glass is higher, the atomic jumps are obviously favored since the sites
of higher free volume can more readily accommodate local shear,
enhancing the ability of deformation. Another viewpoint on the
plastic flow in metallic glasses is given by shear transformation zones
(STZ) model26. Both models suggest that more fertile sites result in
more atomic jump or STZ operation27. It is not unreasonable to
consider that Ni-Nb metallic glass films studied in this work contain
high degree of flow defects or open volumes due to high cooling rate
of the magnetron sputtering fabrication technique. Thus, the fraction
of atomic clusters (or atoms) in the vicinity of open volumes is
relatively high, which are loosely bonded. Upon elastic deformation,
such atomic clusters (or atoms) could be rotated into the tension
direction. In other words, the distribution of open volumes in films
is rearranged during elastic deformation. Consequently, these

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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movements of atomic clusters (or atoms) and open volumes directly
result in large macroscopic elongation of the sample. When the
tension releases, such atomic clusters (or atoms) and open volumes
will be moved back so that the total length of sample can be recov-
erable.

The most straightforward evidence for high degree of open volume
in films comes from the measurements of density change. Therefore,
the density of the Ni-Nb metallic glass film prepared by magnetron
sputtering was measured, and compared with the density of the Ni-
Nb crystalline target for magnetron sputtering. The density of Ni-Nb
crystalline material is 8.8860.01 g/cm3 measured according to
Archimedes’ principle, while the value for the as-sputtered Ni-Nb
metallic glass film is 8.5060.05 g/cm3 measured by synchrotron
radiation X-ray reflectivity. The density difference between our
metallic glass film and the crystalline counterpart is larger than
4%. It is well known that most metallic glasses are slightly less dense
than their crystalline counterparts, and the density changes of 0.5–
2.0% due to devitrification are typical27. Nagel et al.28 showed that the
density of Zr-Ti-Cu-Ni-Be metallic glass increases by ,0.1% upon
relaxation, and ,0.8% upon fully crystallization. Density decreases
of only ,0.1–0.2% have been observed upon extensive wire drawing
and cold-rolling at room temperature due to the formation of shear
bands and excess free volume29–31. Recently, Li et al.32 also revealed
that density change upon crystallization in the magnetron-sputtered
Cu-Zr metallic glass films were about 3–4%, measured by the can-
tilever technique. All the experimental results reveal that the open
volume content in the magnetron-sputtered Ni-Nb glassy film is
high in compared with the metallic glassy ribbon and bulk metallic
glass specimen prepared by the conventional melt-spinning and
casting techniques, repectively. This experimental result is the evid-
ence to support the model proposed in this work.

To validate the open volume mechanism proposed here, we fur-
ther experimentally study the ESL of relaxed Ni-Nb glassy sample
bars while keeping the sizes and frame confinement unchanged. The
relaxed samples were annealed at 523 K for 1 hour in a vacuum
below the glass transition temperature of the glass. It is found that
the relaxed Ni-Nb glassy sample has a density of 8.6460.05 g/cm3

measured by synchrotron radiation X-ray reflectivity, higher than
that for as-sputtered Ni-Nb glassy sample. It is known that annealing
treatments at temperatures below the glass transition temperature
lead to structural relaxation and the reduction of open volume for
metallic glasses33, 34. Fig. 7 depicts the length evolution of the relaxed

samples during in situ tensile test in TEM. After the annealing
treatment, the Ni-Nb metallic glass films still remain amorphous
state and experienced uniformly elongation (about 5.6,7.0% engin-
eering strain including both the elastic and plastic strains) without
any obvious shear banding, necking or crystallization (indicated in
Figs. S6–7). The relaxed samples exhibit only 3.1–3.5% engineering
elastic strain for monolithic relaxed Ni-Nb films (Here, as the max-
imal strain value 7.0% is small, the difference between ‘‘true strain’’
and ‘‘engineering strain’’ is negligible). Compared to the as-sputtered
samples with 6.6% ESL, these relaxed glassy bars with less content of
open volumes exhibit only about 3.1%,3.5% ESL, supporting the
open-volume mechanism proposed above.

In summary, about 6.6% elastic strain limit for monolithic Ni-Nb
metallic glass films was experimentally revealed by in-situ TEM ten-
sion tests. The origin of the high elastic limit is discussed. We propose
the rearrangement of loosely bonded atomic clusters (or atoms)
upon elastic deformation as a key factor for high ESL. This high
elastic strain limit of metallic glass films will shed light on new
application fields for metallic glasses, and also trigger more studies
for deformation mechanism of amorphous materials in general.

Methods
Ni60Nb40 (at.%) films with thickness of about 50 nm (Fig. S1) were magnetron
sputtered on silicon substrate coated with photoresist (etched to be of 2 mm in length
and 10 mm in width) by controlling the deposition time of 3 min. The as-sputtered
films were transferred by dissolving the photoresist in acetone. Annealing experi-
ments of the as-sputtered Ni-Nb glassy films were performed at 523 K for 1 hour in a
vacuum of 231023 Pa chamber under purified argon atmosphere. Both of the as-
sputtered and as-annealed thin films were adhered to the bimetallic sheets on the
3 mm diameter copper grids and then fabricated to be multi-bar transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) samples having widths of about 70–200 nm with window-
like frames using focused ion beam machine (FIB). TEM sample preparation is
schematically shown in Fig. S2, and experiment details can be found in Refs. 6 and 14
and also in the supplementary section.
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